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Regular Local Rings and Excellent Rings II* 
In [7] we showed that, for each n 2 I, there exists a regular local ring Ii,, 
of characteristic 0 and dimension n which is not excellent, not even pseudo- 
geometric. 
Each of these rings had residue field K,, very far from king perfect 
(in fact, char K,, p > 0 and [K, : KY,,“] =: a). 
In the present paper wc prove the following stronger result. 
THEOIWM. Let K be my arbitrary ,field (p ossibly perfect) of characteristic 
p :;> 0. For, each integer ~1 -- 1, therr t,.ri,vts a regular local rirg (S, 111) satisfyiq 
the following conditions: 
(1) char S mm 0; 
(2) dim S ~: rr; 
(3) S/l11 :: k-; 
(4) S is not e.wellent, not eaen pseudoEeometric. 
We prove also the existence of regular local rings of any dimension n ‘: 1, 
which arc not excellent, not even pseudogeometric, and contain arbitrarv 
preassigned fields of characteristic p ... 0. Our theorem is just obtained 
lifting these examples to characteristic 0. 
1 
\\le start with the investigation of pseudogeometric and excellent properties 
for regular local rings of characteristic p ’ 0, proving the following. 
* ‘The present paper was written while the author \\as supported by a scholarship 
of the Italian Consiglio Nazionale Iklle Ricerche. 
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PROPOSITION. Let K be an aubituavy (possib& perfect) Jield of chavactevistic 
p > 0. Then, for each integer n :,: 1, there exists a replnr local ring R sati~jjv’ng 
tk follo&n~ conditions: 
(I) dim R =- tz; 
(2) A- is a coeficient fiellf for K (i.e., K is contained in K and is isowwfhic 
to the residue field qf R); 
(3) R is not excellent, not ecex psezdogeornetvic. 
Proof Step I. It is enough to give the proof in dimension I, since, if 
(R,, , wr,,) is our counteresamplc in dimension n, then R,,[rY](,,l,L,.L.) is the 
required counterexample in dimension II + I, see [7, Number 1, Step I]. 
Step 11. It is enough to produce a countercsample for pseudogeometric 
property, since R excellent ---- R pscudogeometric [4, Chapter 13, Theorem 
781. 
he any element of K[[S]], vanishing at S 
K[.Y] (-\- is an indeterminate). 
0 and transcendent:dl over 
(f ‘1 -- ,f,!!). A’)...) \VllCK 
Let K be the local ring K[S, 1-i ,..., L,, ,... lCx,, 1 ,,,, ,,.li ,,,, , 
Since WC have 
.L1’- I 1 - IT; :: (f,+l .f,)” x’-’ ~~ polvnomial vanishing at S 0. I 
we SW that the maximal ideal of IZ is .\R. Furthermore we have 
Hence, K is a discrete valuation I-ing [ 2, Chapter VI, Section 3, Xumlwr- 6, 
Proposition 91, whose completion is K[[X]]. 
\Ve want to show R is not pseudogeometric. It is enough to prow that 
K((A)) is not separable over the field of fractions, say I,, of R [4, Chapter 12, 
Theorem 711. As K[[S]] nl; ~~ R [5, Chapter II, 18.41, it is enough to 
show that ,f$ R. 
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Let us suppose ft R. Then .f ,g,(*l-, 1-1 ,..., 17,,)~g&I-, 1., ,..., IT,,), 
where ho1 and 9~ are polynomials with coefficients in K and n is a sufficiently 
large integer. 
Multiplying both .g, and g, b\- a suitable power of -Y, we obtain a relation 
of the following type: 
.fh2(*i;,.f”) /l,(-\;f”) = 0, (1) 
which must be trivial, as .I is transcendental over polynomials. But this is 
impossible, asf& contains only powers off of the formj.“‘Lt, while in h, there 
are only powers fj*‘. 
Therefore, .f$ R and R is not pseudogeometric. 
2. 
Now we give the proof of the theorem. 
(I) Let K be an arbitrary field of characteristic p > 0 and B a discrete 
valuation ring, with maximal ideal generated by the prime number p, such 
that B/pB ~:- K, see [3, Chapter III, premiere partie, 10.3.11. As we saw in 
Section I, we have only to construct the counterexample in dimension 2 
and for pseudogeometric property. 
Let 
by any element of the formal power series ring B[[S]] such that 
(canonical image mod pB[[IY]]) is transcendental over K[*Y]. 
Put I’, =: ,f 0. IT, -- (,f” -.f,“)/S . . . . . I, 1 : (f” - ,f,‘J),.\‘, where 
and T B[zy, 11 ,...a I-,, ,...lm., 1....,~~~,....~ 
(2) Let 1; be the field of fractions of T and S B[[S]] n I,. ‘Then S is a 
local ring, with maximal ideal ( p, X)S. In fact, if 
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is in S but not in (p, T)S and O,, E pB, then 
which is absurd. So 6, $pB, hence R is invertible in B[[S]] (and in L) + R 
is invertible in S. 
Hence, A’/~& is a subring of B[[S]]ipB[[X]] : ~: K[[X]]. It is clear that it is a 
discrete valuation ring whose completion is K[[.Y]] itself. 
(3) We want to show S is noctherian. It is enough to prove that any 
prime idcal has a finite basis [5, Chapter 1.3.41. 
Let p bc a prime ideal. If p E p, then $8 has a finite basis since ,S,pS is 
noetherian. Let us assume p $ ‘$.J and choose anv element 01 t ‘@ such that a: 
generates the ideal P mod pS (which is either (0) or (Z), for some I’ .- 0, 
since S/pS is a discrete valuation ring). 
It is eas>- to show the following inclusions (see also [7, Numbers I, 71): 
Extending the ideals to B[[.l-]] we get 
lB[[,k-]] '- $hf3[[sU]] C r', (&[[A-]] ~~ P'~B[[S]]) = zB[[X]], 
the last equality depending on the fact that B[[S]] is a Zariski ring with 
respect to the pB[[X]J-topology [I, Chapter III, Section 3, Sumber 3, 
Proposition 61. 
Therefore, ever\- x E ‘$ can be written as follows: x CX~, with y suitable 
element in R[[S]]. This implies that J’ E B[[S]] n I, 1 ,S 3 x E CXS -;- 
$3 -7. as. 
(4) Since , S satisfies the folloaing conditions: 
(a) S is local noetherian; 
(b) B[.Y],,,,) c s L B[[S]]; 
(c) (p, S)S is the maximal ideal of S, 
we can deduce that the completion of S is &[A-]] [l , Chapter III, Section 3, 
Xumber 5, Proposition Ill. Hence, 5’ is a regular local ring of dimension 2 
[6, Chapter IT’, Proposition 241. 
(5) \\-z want to sho\v S is not pseudogeometric. It is enough to find :I 
homomorphic image of S which is not pseudogeometric. 
Let us consider S’pS, which satisfies the following inclusions: 
\ve will show ,y,ps can bc identified with the ring Ii of the ~~l~OpSiti~Jll of 
Section 1 . 
C’learl! any fraction gjh in Zi can be lifted to an element of S, (simpl! 
lifting the coefficients mod pB and observing that 11 does not vanish at S : 0). 
Conversely, let us assume that g(-Y, 1; ,..., lTTC):Iz(AY, 11 ,..., I’,‘) is in S. 
If 11 is not 0 module p, then S./i is an element of R (since f is transcendental 
ol’er K[AY]). 
If both ,y and 11 are in pB[[S]], the image of R Ir can be evaluated provided 
we di\ idc both ,y and /z bv the maximal ~OM’CI’ of p appearing in them as a 
factor-. 
B\- induction, we can examine the cast’ ‘y pg’, II pk’, with g’, IL’ not 
belonging to pfI[[X]]. TVe know that, fol- suitable Y ,r 0, S’<y Srpg’ and 
S’i? ,I~lph’ are in B[S, ,/“I. Since -U’g and ,Y’h have images 0 modulo p> 
all tllc. coeficients of S’;g and ,Y“h must be divisible by p, i.c., Sl;r’ and 
Xrh’ arc still in B[-Y,f”]. Hence, g,‘/r ,y’ h’ (S’$) (-\-“/I’) has canonical 
image ~~~J~u~~J p belonging both to AJ[.Y]] and to the ticltt of fractions of /(. 
But this savs that it is in R. 
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